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Amy and Sean,

We received additional information that I have incorporated into the attached updated PDSR (January 
_2010_RPS_PDSR_Confidential_PGE_v2.xls).

The additional updates include:

IAE Truckhaven (PG0506) - Not in CAISO territory. Since they have dropped out this fail, they no 
longer have a position.

Abengoa (PG0827) - Queue position removed as this project is no longer under negotiation.

BrightSource (PG0614C and PG0614F) - queue numbers updated to 165, 240, and 241 (previously
166)

Raser Olene (PG0812) - contract term updated to 15 years (previously 20 years)

Pacificorp (PG0720) - contract term updated to 3 years (previously 3.5 years)

World Waste Tech. Gonzales (PG0706) - IOU contact person updated to Rich Miram (previously 
Charlie Post)

SES Solar III (PG0511) - contract term updated to 25 years (previously 20 years) and name of county 
added (Imperial Valley)

EME PV-42 (PG0819) - updated for new fields in Project Information Tab and Project Transmission Tab

Big Creek (PG0819) - updated for new fields in Project Information Tab and Project Transmission Tab

Please note that the Confidentiality Declaration and Confidentiality Matrix submitted with the original 
data request response yesterday still applies to this updated version.
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ALSO,
The following is the list of counterparties who have not responded to our request for incorporation into 
this updated report or who did not receive a request.

SES Solar III, LLC - waiting for response
Western Renewable Power - Truckee Geothermal (combined) - waiting for response
FPL Energy - Project Genesis - waiting for response
Pacificorp - waiting for response
Raser Olene Geothermal 1 - waiting for response
Solaren - letter sent, but transmission information not available
BrightSource - letter sent, but counterparty did not provide information for certains fields (the 
grayed in cells in 1/1/2010 PDSR spreadsheet)

World Waste Tech. Gonzales - e-mail never was sent by the Transactor 
Feed-in tariffs - no letters sent to counterparties as we did not report most fields for feed-in tariffs 
in the August 1 report, since we do not perform construction monitoring for these contracts.

HFI Silvan - no letter sent, because the PPA was terminated
No letters were sent to these projects because they were already operational at the time of the 
data request.

* PG0901A Puget Hopkins Ridge
* PG0901B Puget Wildhorse
* PG0902 Shell Energy White Creek
* PG0903 Shell Energy Big Horn

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

«...»

Thank you,

Redacted
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Redacted
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